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The Sacred Valley of Jay Ata and a Kirghiz 
Shaman from Xinjiang, China

The present account discusses the close relationship between two important 
elements of Kirghiz popular beliefs, the so-called sacred mazar sites and the 
shaman (baksT). During our field trip in the Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous 
Region of China in 2004 we visited the sacred valley of Jay Ata, which offers 
a good example of the mixture of animism and Islam. The animist worship of 
nature and the popular Islamic respect for the tombs o f holy personages is 
combined in the Kirghiz concept o f  mazar sites. Later we witnessed a unique 
healing ritual o f a Kirghiz shaman. During this ritual the shaman performed 
a dance (talma biy) that has already disappeared among the Kirghiz popu
lation o f Kirghizstan. We were also able to observe the use of the shaman's 
flag (tuu), which symbolized his travel to the Upper World. This article pres
ents interviews with the shaman and the guard of the sacred valley, a written 
source on the Islamic legitimization of the valley and a musical analysis of 
the shaman's song. Analysis of the shamanic ritual also reveals a strong link 
between the ritual and the mazar sites.

This account is based on a field trip conducted by Mihály Hoppál and 
Dávid Somfai Kara to China at the beginning of September, 2004. 
First we (Hoppál and Somfai Kara) attended the 7th Conference of 
the ISSR held in Changchun, Jilin Province, China, on August 22-25, 
2004. Then, together with some other members of the ISSR, we were 
invited to Ürümqi, capital of the Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region, 
China, by Dilmurat Omar, Head of the Department of Ethnology of the 
Xinjiang Normal University, to take part in another, smaller conference 
on shamanism. After that we traveled from Ürümqi to Kaxgar,1 one of

1 In Modern Uighur this is pronounced Qasqar, in Kirghiz Kaskar.

D . S o m fa i K a r a , M . H o p p á l  and J. S ípo s B u d a p e s t
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Map. 1. The Kizil Suu Kirghiz Autonomous Prefecture in the Xinjiang Uighur 
Autonomous Region, China. Drawn by István Sántha.

the ancient centers on the Silk Road, and later visited the city of Artux,2 
north of Kaxgar.

Artux is the center of the Kizil Su (Kızıl Suu) Kirghiz Autonomous 
prefecture, which was founded in 1954. The Kirghiz nomads live along 
the border with Kirghizstan and Tajikistan, up in the Tianshan and 
Pamir Mountains. According to the official census of the year 2000,3 
the Kirghiz population in China was around 160,000. We traveled to 
Tiigiirmiti, a small Kirghiz village4 with a population of some 4,000 
approximately 70 kilometers northeast of Artux (see Map 1).

2 The name of the town in Uighur is Atus, in Kirghiz Artis. A road runs from Artux 
to the Kirghiz capital Bishkek through the Torug-art Pass. The majority of the city’s 
population is Uighur, but Han Chinese and Kirghiz also live there.

3 See Zhongguo shaoshu minzu fenbu tuji, 2002: 190.
4 The Kirghiz name o f the village is Tegirmeti; its Uighur name is Tiigiirmiti.
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During the trip, Mihály Hoppál used a video camera to record events, 
while Dávid Somfai Kara, who can speak Kirghiz, talked with the 
local people. We conducted two interviews and took part in a shamanic 
ritual. Besides the video recording we also took many photographs. 
Later, with the help of the video recording, Somfai Kara wrote down 
and translated the interviews and shamanic texts. Ethnomusicologist 
János Sipos was invited to analyze the shamanic song. The reader will 
find his musicological notes under the title “A Musical Analysis of the 
Kirghiz Shaman’s Song” at the end of this article.

Our host, Omar Dilmurat, originally planned a visit to a Uighur sha
man, but in the end we met a younger Kazakh shaman and an older 
Kirghiz one. In the present article we give an account of the healing 
ritual performed by the Kirghiz shaman.5

First of all we visited the sacred valley known as Jay Ata (in Uighur 
Jay Paccirn),6 7 which is situated by a small river. Certain rocks, trees and 
springs are considered sacred. These are called m azar1 by the Kirghiz, 
according to whom they are possessed8 by the spirits (arbak, from 
Arabic arwah) of Muslim saints or martyrs (seyit, from Arabic sahTd). 
In other Central Asian Turkic languages the word m azar  has preserved 
its original meaning from the Arabic: ‘a tomb, a grave’. There are seven 
such sacred sites in the Jay Ata Valley. Local people make sacrifices 
(tülöö  or tilöö, from the Kirghiz verb tile- ‘to wish’) at the m azar  sites, 
where they pray and bathe in the water of the springs. They believe 
that, in return, the spirits will mediate between themselves and Allah, 
so that the pilgrims’ wishes come true. The valley is watched over by 
an old Kirghiz guard (karool) called Abd'frakman Seyit, 63 years of 
age, who also helps the pilgrims to choose the proper m azar  and spirit 
for their sacrifice. But let us cite his words:

5 Kazakh shamans of the Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region have been recently 
studied by Dilmurat Omar (2003).

6 The local people could not explain the meaning of the valley’s name (Jay Ata or 
Jay Paccirn). The Uighur name seems to be older, but the word paccirn does not have 
a meaning in their language either.

7 This word comes from Arabic mazűr ‘visiting, place of visitation, a shrine, a tomb 
or grave’.

8 Kirghiz ee-le- means ‘to possess’, from the Kirghiz word ее, which means ‘mas
ter’ or ‘spirit’; see also the Mongolian ejen ‘id.’
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In the 900s a sultan by the name o f Satuk Bughra Khan from the Karluk 
tribe had to flee, and he found a sanctuary in this very valley. He took a rest 
here in the Valley o f the Seven Sacred Sites. The names o f  the mazar sites 
are: Sögat Mazar (Willow Mazar), Töö Tas Mazar (Camel Stone Mazar), 
Tamcı Mazar (Water-Drop Mazar), Sarkiratma Mazar (Waterfall Mazar), Kök 
Köl Mazar (Blue Lake Mazar9), Kol Saldı Mazar (Hand-Touched Mazar) 
and BeSigerim10 Mazar. Bughra Khan accepted Islam in this very place. He 
became a Muslim while hiding here, he started to pray here and he made his 
first morning prayer (Arabic adlian) too. It was more than a thousand years 
ago. A lot o f pilgrims come to visit this place from Artux, Kaxgar, and even 
Aksu, from many places. They can find peace here throughout the summer 
from May till October.

In winter only sick people come. The water o f the springs can cure them. 
They take fallen stones from the rocks to heal themselves by beating the 
ailing parts o f their body with the stones. The springs are mainly good for 
hypertension. But they can also heal headaches and pain in the limbs. These 
pilgrims sacrifice an animal to the spirits. Then they give a blessing and ask 
the owner spirits o f the mazar sites to protect and heal them. The shaman 
(baksi) also invokes the spirits o f Jay Ata Valley during his ritual. Then at 
the end o f the ritual he sends them back to the valley. Every mazar has its 
peculiar curing ability; for example, the Hand-Touched Mazar is visited by 
barren women and they touch it with their hands. The spring o f  that mazar has 
a healing power. At the Water-Drop Mazar people place their mouth or hands 
against the drops. The saints’ spirits hide in these mazars. They were martyrs. 
Besigerim was also a martyr. She was a holy lady, who became pregnant. Dur
ing her delivery she lost her baby and then died here. Since then this place has 
been called Besigerim mazar.

My task is to check the pilgrims and visitors. They come here in groups 
or sometimes alone. A  lot o f people come between May and June. They can 
hardly fit in the valley. They com e here during festivals or on ordinary days. 
They believe that the mazars are martyrs turned into stones. Their spirits are 
the masters o f  the mazar. they live inside them. The shamans invoke these 
spirits, the martyrs o f the mazar, but they can tell you more about it. If the 
spirits agree to come they shout: “Behold, they’ve arrived.” The shamans

9 See pi. 4.
10 Besigerim is a proper name, see the text below.
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Fig 1. Camels graze by a dam on the way to the Kirghiz village of Tegirmeti. 
Photo: Dávid Somfai Kara, 2004.

call the spirits by shouting. At the end o f  the ritual they say: “Now return 
home.” They invoke them from the valley o f Jay Ata, they sing: “Jay Ata, my 
sacred valley, I invoke your spirits.” When the shaman calls the spirits they 
come, when he sends them away they return home. They call the mazars by 
their names: “Camel Stone Mazar, Hand-Touched Mazar.; Besigerim. Oh, my 
saints, bless these people!” They shout like that.

The springs have healing power. They are so helpful that nearly a hundred 
animals are sacrificed to their spirits. We worship the mazars according to 
the Kirghiz custom. Pilgrims tie white ribbons and make a wish. They tie 
the sacred white ribbons around their necks at the entrance. Then they bind 
the ribbons to trees and bushes and express their wishes.11 Men and women 
equally bind ribbons. They visit the Jay Ata valley to make a ribbon sacrifice 
so that their wishes come true. This custom is inherited from our Kirghiz 
ancestors. Uighur people do not bind ribbons, only the Kirghiz do. The 
Uighur people sacrifice animals and read the Koran out o f respect for the 
Muslim martyrs.

As we have seen, here the cult of nature is linked to a Central Asian 
Muslim legend. Artush was once the center of the Bughra Khans 
(Golden 1992: 214-215) from the Karluk Turkic tribes who ruled the 
area. One of these khans, by the name of Satuk (or Sutuk in modern

11 See p). 5.
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Uighur), became Muslim by the help of a Persian nobleman Abü al- 
Naşr. Later he founded the Karakhanid Empire (10th and 11th centu
ries). According to a legend Satuk met the Muslim pilgrim in the Valley 
of Jay Ata and secretly accepted the Islamic faith. He first practised his 
five-times daily prayer (Persian nam az) to Allah here. This legend has 
a historic foundation. The English scholar Robert B. Shaw published a 
text in Central Asian literary Turkic'2 (also known as Chagatai in the 
west) written in the Arabic script, which tells the famous story of Bugh- 
ra Khan (called Tazkirat-ul-Bugra  in Arabic).12 13 We cite from the third 
passage of this text, translated into English by Dávid Somfai Kara.

Until he was 12 years old. Satuk lived the life o f  the infidels (Arabic kâfir). 
One day he went to hunt, and while he was hunting he came to the Valley of 
Baku (probably the same as Jay Ata) near Artush. He noticed that some well- 
dressed foreigners were sitting on the grass. The holy Sultan went nearer to 
the foreigners.

“I have never seen such men in our city, what kind o f foreigners are they?” 
he asked, puzzled.

“Let us go and see them,” he said, and approached them. These foreigners 
were Al-Naşr SâmânT and his companions. AbO al-Nasr Khodja noticed that 
horsemen were approaching. When they got closer he recognized Satuk Bughra 
Khan, the future ğâz.T14 about whom he had read in the hâdilh (sacred text).

“Allah has been merciful, I have found the one I was searching for,” he 
thought joyfully, and he turned to his servants:

“Oh Lord of the World and Judgment Day (Allah), here comes the one I 
was waiting for. I believe he is the reason that I came to this land. Servants, 
open the luggage!” he said, and then they all started to pray. After the prayer 
they sat down in the same place. The holy Sultan watched these things on 
horseback and was amazed.

12 The sedentary Turkic population of East Türkistan did not use the term Uighur, 
their neighbours called them Taranci (from Oirat-Mongolian taraanci ‘peasant’) or 
Sart ‘sedentary’. They called themselves the People of the Seven Cities (in Uighur 
yatta Mharlik). In English their language used to be called Eastern Turki. They began 
to use the term Uighur after 1930s because their intelligentsia decided to do so at a 
conference.

13 See Shaw 1875, Appendix, 3-5.
14 The gtffzi is a sacred warrior who fights for the spread of Islam, see Mélikoff 

1965.
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“What strange people these are. They do not fear us. What is more, they 
opened up their luggage. They even put their heads on the ground.”

The Sultan approached to within seven paces o f the holy Khodja. He 
descended from his horse and greeted the Khodja, who respectfully invited him 
into his camp. The Khodja placed two expensive textiles in front of the Sultan.

The Sultan found the Khodja very appealing. Once in a dream o f his the 
holy spirit o f  the Khidhr had appeared and informed him that one day a man 
would come who would convert him to the true faith. “He might be the one” 
thought the Sultan, and asked him his name. The Khodja answered: “My 
name is Abu al-Nasr SanianT.”

The Sultan was happy because he realized that the holy Khidhr spirit15 had 
inspired this man’s coming to him.

“Father, ask anything and I will do it. But explain to me one thing. When we 
were approaching on horseback you opened up your luggage. Were not you afraid 
that we would rob you? Why did you do this?” he asked. The Khodja said:

“Oh, my prince, this world is transitory. Everyone passes away. Our money 
and wealth cannot save us. On the contrary, it is money and wealth that lead 
people to hell. Nobody can avoid the Last Day (Arabic akhirat). But the 
true faith prepares you for the Last Day,” he answered. The Sultan became 
frightened.

“Oh Khodja, you speak about the true faith. 1 want to believe in the true 
faith, what shall I do?” he said, and the Khodja answered:

“Speak the words of the proclamation (Arabic kalimal ul-sâhida) La ilaha 
illa’İlah, Muhammad rasülu'llüh (There is no God but Allah, and Mohammed 
is the apostle o f Allah).”

“Who is Mohammed?” asked the Sultan. The Khodja said:
“Mohammed is Allah’s best friend. The Great God offered the world and 

Judgment Day to Mohammed. At that Judgment (Arabic qiyamat) the sins of 
the people o f the true faith will be forgiven and they will go to heaven. Moham
med’s faith is true, and his law (Arabic sarVat) is right. It is not like that of other 
prophets, their laws are false. One who takes the path of Mohammed will reach 
his goal.” He told him about Mohammed, and the Sultan said to the Khodja;

15 The meaning o f the Arabic word A-kJiadir or ШФ' is ‘green’. Khidhr is a mytho
logical figure that is connected with life and vegetation. In Central Asia it is good spirit 
which appears in the form of an old man and gives people blessings and disappears, 
see Wensinck 1990.
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“Oh, my teacher, is there anything else important besides the proclamation 
of the faith? Tell me, I will leam it and 1 will be a good Muslim.”

As we have seen, the legend of the Kirghiz nomads is quite similar to 
the written historical legend. It is difficult to see the process whereby the 
written legend spread among the illiterate nomads. But this phenomenon 
illustrates well the formation of syncretic religion. The nomads legiti
mized their cult of nature by recourse to the ancient Muslim legend of 
the Jay Ata Valley. So the owner spirits (Kirghiz ее) of the sacred rocks, 
springs and trees became the spirits of Muslim saints (Kirghiz seyit).

Conversation before the Ritual
After our visit to the valley a sheep was sacrificed to the spirits. Then 
our host made delicious kebab from its meat and we said goodbye to 
the sacred canyon. We reached the Kirghiz village of Tegirmeti in the 
afternoon, where the older men of the village (ak sakal ‘white-beard
ed’) received us. A nomad felt yurt (boz iiy) was put up in our honour on 
the edge of the village and we were treated with real nomadic hospital
ity. Later they introduced us to Abd'fkadi'r baksí'6 with whom we had 
a long conversation about how he became a shaman.

Abdikadir’s shamanic illness started when he was only 11 years old. 
Once he noticed that a grey ram (kök kockor)16 17 joined the flock of sheep 
he was shepherding. Nobody could see the ram apart from him, so he 
was afraid to mention it to others. Later he suffered from a lack of appe
tite and fell ill a few times. Then, when he turned 15, the ram changed 
into a human being. It was the spirit of a Muslim saint, who challenged 
the boy to become a shaman. These were the boy’s hallucinations which 
he experienced in a state of unconsciousness. When he was 19, the spirit 
ordered him to heal a dying boy. The young baksí managed to heal the

16 The original meaning of the word bakS'i is ‘a teacher, a master’. Before the accep
tance of Islam, the term was used of Buddhist priests. Nowadays Uighurs, Kirghiz and 
Kazak nomads use it in the sense of ‘shaman’ or ‘healer’. In the Uzbek, Karakalpak 
and Turkmen languages it means ‘epic story-teller, signer’, while they use the word 
parxan for ‘shaman’.

17 A similar grey ram (Kazak kök koskar) or helping spirit can be found in the col
lection of Seyfullin, who published the shamanic Song of DosmTrza, a shaman from the 
Argın tribe, see Seyfullin 1964: 153-176 and Dawrenbekov and Tursynov 1993: 81.
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boy, w ho was already considered dead. He started to heal o fficia lly  at 
the age o f  25. A fter that he obtained other helping spirits {peri),'* but his 
m ain helping spirit rem ained the grey ram. Abdikadi'r, 59 years old when  
w e m et him , talked about this during our interview with him.

I was 11 years old when this thing happened. In those days I had to look after the 
sheep—I was a shepherd. Once I drove the sheep out of the village and reached 
the foot o f a mountain. Before 1 reached the pasture I heard a lamb bleating. 
“What kind of lamb is that?” I asked myself, looking around. But I could not 
see the lamb. Then suddenly I noticed a young ram among the sheep. But it 
was not one o f our rams. I had never seen that ram before, I thought. As I was 
wondering the ram got separated from the sheep. I drove the sheep further, and 
as 1 was reaching the pasture three ewes turned back to the village. I shouted at 
them but they would not listen. I ran to the sheep, yelling, and started to curse 
them too. Then the ram spoke with a human voice: “Stop it!” I was a little boy, 
so I was frightened. I could not even speak any more. After hearing the ram’s 
voice I became silent and drove the sheep to the pasture. I only returned home 
in the evening. The ram stayed with the sheep even though I drove them inside 
the corral. I thought that my parents would see the new ram, but they did not 
even notice. During supper I could not eat at all, I had no appetite.

I was so frightened that I did not want to talk, I just sat there. My mother 
poured some tea into my cup, but I could not drink it either. She asked me 
anxiously: “What happened to you, my son?” “Nothing,” I answered briefly. 
Then my mother went out to take care o f the lambs. When she had finished 
we went to sleep. In the morning they counted the sheep and I realized that 
they could not see the ram.

This ram followed me for three years, grazing among the sheep. Nobody 
knew about this and I did not tell them all those years. Four years passed, and 
I turned fifteen years old. That time the ram appeared to me as a human being. 
Once I was on my way to the pasture. I noticed that six men were standing in 
the fields. They were about to pray as I approached them. I went there to pray 
with them but suddenly I lost consciousness. I had no idea what happened 18

18 The helping spirits o f the baksí are a male Bactrian camel (buura) and a male 
Dromedary camel (nar), but he invokes the spirits (arbak) o f Muslim saints to the 
ritual and the owner-spirits of the mazars (Kirghiz mazar eesi) from the Jay Ata Valley, 
see Baialieva 1992: 138, Abramzon 1971: 317 and Seyfullin 1964: 160.
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to me. I simply fell down beside these men. Then I felt that 1 was walking 
towards the mountains. In one place I saw lots o f eggs lying on the ground. 
One o f the eggs in the middle was standing upright. First I was afraid to touch 
it. But then I said “Bismilla” (in the name o f God) and grabbed it. I took the 
egg and cracked its shell. There was some strange liquid inside. I sipped it and 
went further to the mountains. I left the sheep far behind.

Then 1 noticed a few wild sheep (arkar) tied to each other. I have encountered 
all kinds o f strange things, the wild sheep turned into ladies. 1 only returned 
home after sunset and was full o f fear. I tried to tell my family what had hap
pened, but I did not know how to start. So I quickly lay down to sleep. Next day 
I drove the sheep out again. In the pasture I met an old man with a white beard. I 
think I had seen him before. He gave me a big piece of flat bread [nan). I tasted 
it and began to see the spirits. This is how it all happened.

Then many days passed and I was not ill any more. After I turned seventeen 
I noticed that if I touched an ill person he soon became well. I touched quite a 
few people in the village, but only secretly, not telling them why. Then when 
I turned 19 one o f the sons o f my aunt became very ill. 1 was attending sheep 
near the village when suddenly I heard somebody’s voice: “Hurry to the vil
lage, Kurban’s son is dying. When you get there they will already be starting to 
remove his clothes.’’ Then he taught me a prayer [sürö, from Arabic sûra) and 
told me to say this prayer next to the boy. The boy would be healed through that. 
I memorized the prayer and set off. When I reached their house I entered imme
diately. I saw that three women were taking the boy’s clothes off. They thought 
that he was dead already. Having entered I started to say the prayer. I took the 
boy into my hands, finished my prayer and blew on him. Something ran out of 
his body. That is how everything started; gradually I started to heal people. I 
became an official healer in 1970 and I have been healing ever since.

About a Kirghiz Healing Ritual
The ritual began in a felt yurt19 w hich served solely as a healing place for 
the shaman. The trance o f  the baksí is expressed by the verb oyno-, m ean
ing ‘to play’. A  K irghiz baksí does not use any musical instrument (lik e  
the tiingiir ‘drum ’ am ong the A ltay-kizhi or the kobi'z ‘fidd le’ am ong the

19 Kirghiz boz iiy ‘grey house’ is the native term for yurt among the nomads.
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Kazaks) or any other devices to fall into trance.20 This ö a tö 'had only a 
short riding whip (kamçı) in his hand to chase away the demons from the 
sick. The baksí was accompanied by about seven helpers (şakirt, from 
Persian sûgird), male and female, each with a different role in assisting 
him. During the ritual, the baksí wad his helpers lined up in the felt yurt. 
One of the helpers sitting at the main place (tör) of the yurt, opposite the 
entrance, took four candles in his hands (Sam, from Arabic Sam'), which 
were used to invoke the helping spirits. The shaman could see these spir
its (peri, from Persian pa ri)  by the light of the candles.

These malicious helping spirits (peri) can harm people but they can 
also help the b a k si  to fight the demons (jin , from Arabic djinn), who, 
according to their beliefs, are the different forms of the devil (saytan, 
from Arabic saitan). These jin  demons cause illnesses when they enter 
into a person’s body (jin başkan, “the jin  attacked him”). Likewise 
the p e r i  spirits also enter into the shaman’s body, which multiplies his 
strength. In that case with the help of Allah and the good spirits (arbak) 
he can overcome the demons and illnesses.

Besides the patients and the helpers, some curious villagers also came 
into the yurt—mainly women, who have a stronger belief in magical 
healing. At the beginning of the ritual the shaman warned participants 
that the impure ones (aram, from Arabic haram) should leave. A drunk
en person or women with menses are considered impure, and the helping 
spirits of the shaman might attack them. The shaman also warned that 
once the ritual had started nobody should enter or leave the yurt. Four 
ill young people came to the shaman for help, two men and two women. 
The two young men had an alcohol problem. One of the women was suf
fering from nightmares and the other fainted repeatedly.

At the center of the yurt (kolomto), where a fire had been built, a big 
stake was driven into the ground and fastened to the smoke ring (tündük) 
at the top of the yurt. This stake with the rope was called tuu ‘flag’, and 
it was the shaman’s ritual “flag” or “tree.”21 At the very beginning of the 
ritual the shaman said a prayer in Arabic from the Koran (pi. 6) and par
ticipants answered with oomiin (amen); then, according to the Muslim 
custom, they stroked their faces with their hands. The shaman gazed at 
the candles for a while (pi. la )  before starting to sing his shamanic song.

20 These devices are sometimes called ‘hand ongon or eeren’ in the scholarly litera
ture (Mongolian ongyon, Tuva eeren is an ‘idol of a spirit'); see Birtalan 2001: 1062.

21 See Malov 1918: 4 and Basilov 1992: 87.
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In the first part of the song he invoked five ancestor spirits (arbak) and 
two helping spirits that chase away the demons (peri), who appeared in 
the form of two male camels (buura and nar). He also asked the owner 
spirits (m azar eesi) of m azar  sites from the Jay Ata Valley to assist him 
during the ritual. This is his song and its translation:

Suu ay bas'i Sulayman,22 
Sun ayagi ey Türkistan.
Ey, Bes-toruk, Bes-toruk atam, oluya,
Öziitjdön, özüıjdön medet, tileymin.
Kazan bir, Kazan bir, bu dağı oluya,
Özüıjdön, özüıjdön medet tileymin.
Tesik-tas, Tesik-tas atam, oluyam,
Öziitjdön, öziitjdön medet tileymin.
Teıjge-tar go atam,
Öziitjdön, öziitjdön medet tileymin.
Ki’yla ey, kara nar ey,
Ey, jetip bir, jetip keldi jiyınga.
Ayrı bir, ayrı örköc ak buura,
Insandar, azir bir tüskön jiyınga.
Jay atam da, tas bagirn,
Mınakey cak eken kolumda ey.
Bir kara bir kara kaska at mingen,
Саар keldi ey-ey.

The source o f the river is (Mount) Sulayman,23 
The end of the river is (the town of) Türkistan.24

22 This same beginning can be found in a Kazak shamanic song, see Divaev 1899: 308.
23 The Mount of Sulayman (from Arabic Sulaman) is situated near the ancient city 

of Osh in the Ferhana Valley, Kirghizstan, and it is a holy pilgrimage site. The founder 
of the Great Moghul Dynasty, Bâbur (a Turk from the Ferghana Valley) built here a 
house of prayer (Arabic hujra) around 1500. The springs of Syr-Darya begin in this 
area, so the text probably mentions that great river.

24 Türkistan (from Persian Türkistan) is the name of the Central Asian territory 
inhabited by Turkic peoples. Near the ruins of YasI, an ancient city north of the Syr- 
Darya, Temir Emir (Tamerlane) founded a small town and named it Türkistan (Kazak 
Türkistan). He built a madrasa (religious school) in the town after he learned in the 
1390s that the famous Sufi philosopher Ahmad Yasawl had been buried there.
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Besh-toruk, Besh-toruk, my ancestor, my saint,
I ask assistance from you.
Oh, my Kazan, Kazan, he is a saint too,
I ask assistance from you.
Teshik-tash, Teshik-tash my ancestor, my saint,
I ask assistance from you.
Tenge-tar Father,
I ask assistance from you.
Big black male camel with one hump,
He arrived at the ritual.
My white male camel with two humps,
Oh my friends, he descended to the ritual.
My Jay Ata, my dear rocks,
I feel them in my hands.
The one who rides a black bald horse.
He has galloped here.

Under the influence of the song the shaman started to fall into a 
trance. Then suddenly he grabbed the rope (tuu) that was tied to the 
smoke ring {tündük). The yurt appears to be a symbol of the world in 
the belief of the Kirghiz, just as among other nomads (Birtalan 2001: 
1062). The house is the Middle World (bu düynö), where people live. 
Under the yurt lies the Lower World (o düynö) or the realm of the dead. 
The smoke ring symbolizes the Upper World, where divine creatures 
can be encountered. The stake by the fireplace is a symbolic “shaman 
tree” (bay terek), up which the shaman can climb to heaven (beyis).

The shaman, with a whip in his hand, started to walk around the 
stake and the rope and his helpers followed him. Later the patients were 
also taken into the circle and the baks'i began to hit them symbolically 
(pi. lb ). He began to sing louder and louder and circled around the rope, 
grabbing it fitfully. He then fell into a trance and ran round and round, 
hitting the patients with his whip. He grabbed the shoulders of one of 
the participants and pushed him around at a crazy pace. Then he began 
to rattle like a male camel and moved his head back and forth. Two of 
his helpers, a young man and a middle-aged woman, also fell into a 
milder trance, but they did not sing, just drove the patients around hit
ting them with their whips.
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Later the raving shaman started to sing a song to his main helping 
spirit, the grey ram, in a higher tone, calling on him for help as well 
(pi. 8a). During the most explosive phases the shaman “knocked” the 
two boys and then the two girls to the ground and began to trample on 
them (pis. 8b, 9). They bore it silently, and when the shaman released 
them they continued to circle around obediently.

Minakey jakin bir jerden keldi,
Keceeki jaıjgiz müyüz kök kodkor,
Kök kockor, sen keldir/ go üyöıjö.
Minakey кег-Ьоогща saygilayt,
Minakey Kekilis ubake kelgileyt.

From a close place,
My former one-horned grey ram,
Grey ram, you came to your yurt.
Lo, your feel stinger in your side.
The Kekilis saint has arrived.

Suddenly the shaman stepped on the top of the stake and shouted as if 
he was quarrelling with the spirits. Soon he climbed up to the smoke ring 
of the yurt by the rope with the aid of his helpers. For a while he stood 
on the shoulders of a helper, grasping the edge of the smoke ring (pis. 10, 
11a). By hooking his legs onto the smoke ring of the yurt he hung there 
upside down (pi. 116). This act is a classical example of the shaman’s 
symbolic trip to the Upper World and is rarely observed nowadays 
(Diószegi 1974: 641). After he climbed back down (pi. 12), he grabbed 
new patients into the circle. At one point the biibii (from Persian bibi), a 
female helper of the shaman, lost consciousness and started to twitch on 
the floor. When the shaman noticed the unconscious lady he trampled 
and blew on her and then hit her with his whip.

Later one of the male helpers climbed through the smoke ring of the 
yurt and stood on it screaming. The shaman kept rattling like an angry 
male camel and circled around the stake. A patient tried to leave, but 
the shaman dragged him back into the yurt. Meanwhile the stake broke 
loose from the ground a couple of times. Finally, they hammered the 
stake back in with a hoe, but the ritual was never interrupted.
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Abdîkadîr b a k s icalled a young girl out from the spectators because 
he noticed that a jin  demon was about to attack her. He took her 
around the stake and hit her gently with the whip, but stronger inter
vention was not needed.

Then another purifying part of the ritual commenced. The shaman’s 
helpers brought a cup of water and started to walk beside the circling 
shaman, who was pushing a patient in front of him. He took a big sip 
from the cup and blew water over the patient’s head and face. This blow
ing (iiskiirüü) is a well-known method of healing in Central Asia (Somfai 
2006: 118). The shaman hit the ill people with his kam ci and trampled 
them. Having done so, he drove the demons out of their body with the 
help of his spirits {peri). Now it was time to “blow them away.” The help
ers also conducted such purification by blowing but without water.

Some old people in Kirghizstan still remember a similar shamanic 
ritual of dancing and climbing up to the smoke ring of the yurt.25 This 
raving dance of trance is called talm a biy  ‘faint dance’ {talma means 
‘faint’ or ‘epilepsy’26). The ritual disappeared after the repression of the 
Stalin era, along with the ba k si  mediators who practised it.

The End of the Ritual
As the ritual came to a close the baksi sat down next to the rope while 
his helpers aided him. The man at the main place {tör) of the yurt had 
been holding the candles and murmuring prayers throughout the ritual. 
Now he knelt next to the shaman and gave him the candles. The baksi put 
the burning candles one by one into his mouth so that the helping spirits 
{peri) inside his body would leave through it. When he was sure that the 
spirit had left his body he put out the candle. However, it seems that one 
of the spirits was unwilling to leave his body and wanted to make him 
fall into a trance again—as shown by the fact that at one point he started 
to twitch and rattle. He put the candle back into his mouth for a second 
time and the spirit decided to leave (pi. 13). Meanwhile his hands were 
seized with a cramp, so one of the helpers massaged them.

25 Data collected by Dávid Somfai Kara in 2002 in the village of Dorj-Alis, Kockor 
County, Narin Province, Kirghizstan.

26 See Baialieva 1972: 122.
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Then the shaman stopped by one side of the yurt, and his helpers 
rolled up the felt wrapping (imik) on the yurt’s roof bars (uuk). They 
said farewell to the spirits and all the people present said a prayer 
together to Allah. The shaman scolded the biibii who had lost con
sciousness because she had let the spirits possess her body fully. Then 
he turned to the participants and told them that everything they had 
seen was the might of Allah (Arabic qudrat). He said that he himself 
was a sinful mortal man, and the spirits who had chosen him helped so 
that with Allah’s grace he could overcome the evil powers. He warned 
them not to live a sinful life and to respect Allah and the spirits of 
the ancestors. The shaman remained seated for a few minutes before 
suddenly spreading his arms in a Muslim prayer and stroking his face, 
which signalled the end of the ritual. The ritual ended as it had started 
as they asked for the blessing of Allah on a totally pre-Islamic ritual. 
The whole ceremony had lasted for about fifty minutes.

Conclusions
We can conclude that there is a strong link between the mazars and 
Kirghiz shamanism. The mazar is a syncretic phenomenon of popular 
Islam among the nomads of Central Asia. Their former animistic cult 
of nature was transformed into one of visiting these holy sites, where 
the spirits of ancestors and Muslim saints hide. So the nomads do not 
worship nature (stones, trees, springs, mountains) any more but turn 
to the spirits (arbak) of the mazars, who can mediate their wishes to 
Allah. The spirits of the mazars can be invoked by the shamans, as we 
have seen in Abdi'kadi'r’s song. They assist the baksiduring his healing 
ritual, along with other helping spirits. Sacred places linked to some 
Muslim saints, martyrs or champions of Islam provide good legitimiza
tion for the shamans, who have to communicate with demons and other 
evil forces. This is also reflected in their shamanic songs. Furthermore, 
Abdikadir mentioned two holy sites (Mount Sulayman and the town of 
Türkistan) and invoked the spirits of Jay Ata. Thus, the valleys of the 
mazars are not only suitable sites lor the nomads to perform sacrifices 
and worship, but the activity of shamans also centers on these places 
and their spirits.
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A Musical Analysis of the Kirghiz Shaman’s Song
Ordinary people usually sing and rarely recite in prose. The same is 
true of minstrels or shamans, who use the power of music to get in 
touch with higher powers and, what is sometimes equally important, to 
hold the attention of their audience. It is beyond question that in general 
we should study not only the text and the music separately but the rela
tion between them as well.

In the ritual described here, Abdi'kad'fr Kirghiz baksí repeats a single 
slightly varied musical line again and again. As the music does not 
change much during the ceremony, we can leave the relation between 
the music and the healing process out of consideration; it is sufficient 
to refer to a few musical sections to paint a quite satisfactory picture 
of the whole musical process (Example 1). At the same time we study 
the melody in more detail because it is not baseless to presume that 
shamanic songs belong to the older layer of music. As the shamans of 
different areas and peoples often have different repertoires, we might 
ask if these songs serve exclusively mystic goals or whether they have 
connections to the secular repertoire as well.

Let us have a closer look at the melody of the healing ceremony. After 
a small C -F -C  “mound” the melodic line ascends to F, where it has a 
rest before descending to C through D. This is a characteristic phenom
enon: the beginning of the line leaps up from G to C and the end of the 
line leaps down from C to G. Similar leaps of a fourth are not rare in 
pentatonic folk music, and this pattern occurs in the performance of the 
famous Kirghiz Manas epos as well.27 In the pentatonic layers of Hun
garian folk music we usually hear it at the end of the musical lines.28 
This musical phenomenon occurs in non-pentatonic folk music as well; 
as examples I might mention the well-known French Christmas song

The Sacred Valley o f Jay Ata and a Kirghiz Shaman

27 Similar melodies can be found in my unpublished material collected from a 
máriáséi'named Jumabay-uulu Irisbek in Darkhan village, Kirghizstan.

28 We see examples of C-G leaps and of the interchangeability of these notes in 
Vargyas (2005: 238, Examples 181t-g-h and al).
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Eveille-toi bergere, or several English songs with a domed structure 
that are similar to the so-called “new style” Hungarian melodies.29

The most surprising thing, however, is that the melody we are exam
ining is identical to the most typical form of the Kirghiz lament kosok, 
as my recordings of 2002 and 2004 made in Narin, Isik Kői and Talas 
demonstrate.30 Not only does the scheme of the melodic line seem iden
tical, but the fourths at the beginning and end of the sections and the 
rendering of the song does too. The only minor difference is that here 
the singer starts with a small mound, while the melodic line of the most 
typical laments does not descend to C in the middle of the sections— 
and especially it does not have a rest there.31 As we see in Example 
la, the uncertain intonation of the third degree (E-Es) is frequent in 
Kirghiz laments; this creates ambiguity between major and minor 
modes—a phenomenon that occurs in the folk music of many different 
people of the world. And another characteristic phenomenon: the singer 
sings the longest notes on the meaningless syllable ey. Though the first 
note of the laments is usually sung on the first syllable of a meaningful 
word, the culminating point in the middle of the sections and the last 
note are usually sung on the same ey syllable.32

I examined the relation between the laments of several Turkic people 
and it turned out that the Kirghiz lament—which includes the melody 
examined here—is not similar to the laments of the Karachays, Tatars, 
Bashkirs, Chuvash, Mongolian and Aday Kazaks, Anatolian and Bul
garian Turks or that of the Hungarians.33

29 Songs with a domed structure have low-lying first and closing sections and higher 
middle sections. A more special structure is typical o f the melodies of the Hungarian 
“new style,” where the middle sections are five tones higher than the first or last (see 
Vargyas 2005: 0330, 0339a, 0334). The same structure can be seen in many English 
folksongs (Lloyd 1967: 80), At the end of the Hungarian and English melodies we 
often see the C-G closing formula.

30 The Kirghiz lament (e.g, Diushaliev and Luzanova 1999: #8) has a rare form that 
is identical to the small form of the Hungarian lament.

31 At the same time, in some sections of the present lament we see this mound
shaped initial.

32 The use of important notes of the melody on meaningless syllables is not excep
tional; see the Anatolian uzun hava melodies (Sipos 1994: ##174, 175, 180, 190, etc.).

33 Sec Sipos 2004: 238-243.
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Лг - ling • da kal • gun ha-lung jaS. Л - la jai ka-na. Co-rom-d’oy. a-la jai.

Kü - dür - dil gu - na jîl - king. ay. a - la baS, су, а.

Example 1. (a) Kirghiz shamanic song, (b) Kirghiz lament (Sípos Kirghiz collec
tion: At-BaS'í 9-36).

In Example la we see the melody in question and beneath it a Kirghiz 
lament (Example lb). The significant similarity of the two melodies 
must be evident even for those who cannot read a score.

But why did the shaman sing a lament melody during the ceremony? In 
many cultures the melody of the laments is similar to the farewell songs 
of brides, which is understandable because the bride—at least symboli
cally—dies to her parents when she leaves their house.34 Anyhow, in the 
Kirghiz culture the examined musical form has a strong connection with

34 In some areas, e.g. in Anatolia, lullabies are also similar to laments, a phenom
enon that is more difficult to explain.
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the deeper layers of the soul, which can explain why the shaman used this 
melody to such effect in Kirghiz culture to reach a state of trance and to 
maintain his connection with the other world.35
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